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ABSTRACT 
An elementary proof is given for the best possible upper and lower bonds of 
tr(AB)” for Hermitian positive semidefinite N X N matrices A and B. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and B be Hermitian positive semidefinite N X N matrices, and let 
the eigenvalues of A and B be respectively a,,a,,...,a, and h,,b,,...,6, 
with 
In this note we show that for n E N. 
f arbLr_, < tr(AB)’ < f arb,!‘. 
i=l i=l 
(1.1) 
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These inequalities were proved by Le Couteur [2] for Hermitian positive 
definite matrices, using a representation of the trace as a Laplace transforma- 
tion. We give direct proof of the general result. 
Taking n = 1 in (1.1) and then replacing A and B respectively by A” and 
B” gives 
iv A’ 
c u:‘~,Z,_~ < trA”B” < c aI’l?F, 
i=l i=l 
(1.2) 
a result due to Marcus [S] (see [6, Chapter 9H]). The further inequality 
tr(AB)” < trA”B” (1.3) 
was proved for a general n E N by Lieb and Thirring [3]. 
All these inequalities can be combined to give 
(1.4) 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The set of % of all unitary N X N matrices can be viewed as a compact 
set in (WzN2, and the map U ++ tr(AUBU*)” from 9 into [w is continuous and 
must attain its maximum and minimum in Q at say U+ and V, respectively 
Let B+ = U+BU+* and B, = U, BUT, so that 
tr(AB+)” < tr(AB)” < tr(AB+)“, (2.1 1 
where B, and Be have the same eigenvalues as B. 
We will show that there exists X in % such that both X*AX and X*B+ X 
are diagonal. The left-hand inequality in (1.1) then follows from a classical 
inequality of Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya concerning ordered sets. The 
right-hand inequality in (1.1) is proved in the same way. 
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3. FORMS OF B, AND B+ 
In this section we investigate the possible forms of B, and B+. 
Let R and F be the N X N matrices 
[ 
(1+ EE)y - E(l+ EE)y 
R = ql+ EE)-1/2 (1+ EF)y ’ 
f 
- s/ I4 
0 , 
a 1 
where the entries left blank are zero, E z 0, and i,6 denote respectively the 
(N -2) X (N - 2) identity and null matrices. Thus R E 9, and for small 
& # 0. 
R = I + (~1 F + 0( lel”) 
If T E Q, define 
B = (TRT*)B(TR*T*) = B + JE(T( FC - CF)T*+ O(l@), (3.1) 
where C = T*BT. 
It is easy to verify that for any N X N matrices P and Q, 
tr(P + IE/Q)“= trP”+ nl&ltrP”-‘Q+ O(~E[“). 
Therefore 
tr(A~)ri-tr(AB)“=nl~ltrD(FC-CF)+O(I~I”), (3.2) 
where D = T*(AB)“-‘AT. But CAB)“-‘A is a Hermitian positive definite 
matrix, and hence we can choose T E Q such that 
D = diag{d,,d,,.. .,d,,,} with 0 < d, < d, Q . * * Q d,. 
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Then from (3.2), 
tr(AB)” -tr(AB)” = n(d, - Ct,)(Ec,, + ECU,)+ O((E\“) 
= n(d, - dl)(EC12 + ECI1) + O(IEI’), (3.3) 
since C = T*BT is Hermitian. 
If B is either B, or B+ and d, z d,, then it follows from (2.1) and (3.3) 
that EC,~ + eCIZ = 0, and taking E = qc,, with 77 > 0, that IcieJ = 0. Similar 
arguments show that if di f d, then cij = Cji = 0. 
Let D=diag(g,I,,g,Z,,..., ,gkI,} be the partition of D into blocks 
corresponding to distinct diagonal entries with 0 < d, = g, < g, < . . . < g, 
= dw and let C = diag{C,, C,, . . , C,) be the consequent partition of C = 
T*BT, where B is either B, or B+. Clearly each Ci is a hermitian positive 
semidefinite submatrix with the same order as Ii. 
Let U, be a unitary matrix such that Ej = Ui*CiUi is diagonal, for 
i = I,2 ,..., k. Let 
U=diag[U,,U, ,..., U,) and E=diag{E,,E, ,..., Ek}. 
Then X = TU E 52 and 
X*BX = U*T*BTU = U*CU = E, 
which is a diagonal matrix if B is either B, or B +. Moreover, 
X*(AB)“-‘AX = U*DU= D, 
since U and D have the same block structure. 
4. POSITIVE DEFINITE CASE 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
In this section we suppose that A and B are positive definite and hence 
that D and E are positive definite. 
If H is Hermitian and positive definite and m E N, there exists a unique 
positive definite matrix H ‘/“’ whose mth power is H [4, Theorem 41.4.21. 
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From (3.4) and (3.5) if B is either B, or B+, 
[ E~/“(x*Ax)E~/‘]‘* = E~/“x*(AB)“-‘AxE~/~ 
= E’/“DE’/” 
and hence 
X*AX = E-‘/2(E’/2DE’/2)““E-‘/~, 
a diagonal matrix. Thus if B is either B + or B +, 
where u is a permutation of {l,Z,. , N). 
An inequality of Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [l, p. 2611 states that 
Thus taking B to be B+ and then B,, we have 
5 albi_i < tr(AB)” < f ayb:. 
i=l i=l 
5. POSITIVE SEMIDEFINITE CASE 
The inequalities can be extended to positive semidefinite Hermitian 
matrices A and B by a standard limiting argument applied to the sequences 
of positive Hermitian matrices A, = A + (l/ k )I and B, = B + (l/ k )I, for 
k EN. 
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